English
CLass Narrative - Journey to Jo’burg by
Beverley Naidoo
To identify features of a book from another culture
Work in role as characters to further understand the plot
Create word banks to support writing
To write plausible predictions/outcomes that relate to the text
through ‘next chapter’ writing, postcards
To write a free verse poem based upon issues and dilemmas
Offer opinions, ask questions and justify answers
Weekly SPAG lessons to include learning about clauses, subordinate
clauses, conjunctions, expanded noun phrases

Art/DT
Design and Make a
Cushion
Evaluate current cushion
products as a starting point for
design
Who/what is their cushion to
be for?
Evaluate current fabrics for
design ideas
Draw sketches and make
prototypes of their design
Create own fabric using flour
paste resist
Consider the making process
Practise skills for joining fabrics
together
Evaluate their finished product

School Value
Responsibility
To understand what is meant by
responsibility and how we show this to
each other and the community.

Great Chart Primary School

Multiplication, Division and Area
Multiply 3 numbers
Find factor pairs
Efficient multiplication strategies
Written methods - column
Multiply 3 digits by 1 digit
Divide 2 digits by 1 digit including remainders
Understanding and finding areas of rectangles and other
shapes by counting squares
Comparing, reasoning and problem solving with area

Science - Animals Including Humans

History
Every Life Matters
Does everyone have the right to
be treated equally?
Research UK ‘acts’ that have
been passed over the centuries
to ensure equality.
Consider the effects of
segregation and Apartheid
Use evidence to build up a
picture of the past
Identify key events over the last
100 years
Place significant events onto
timetlines
Explain why events took place
Make comparisons between the
UK, South Africa and the USA
over the last 100 years
Black Lives Matter

Maths

Year 4 Term 3 Curriculum
R.E
Judaism
To learn that
celebrating Passover
and keeping food laws
help Jews show God
they value their special
relationship with Him..

PSHE/RHE
PSHE
Managing feelings
Resilience and self
esteem
RHE
Healthy lifestyle
(exercise, rest,
sleep and drugs)

The Digestive system,
Caring for our teeth, the different types of teeth we have
and their jobs
How our bodies change as we get older
How to take care of our bodies and keep them safe
Comparing humans to other animals

P.E

Indoor PE
Gymnastics
Perform a range of gymnastic actions with
increased consistency and fluency.
Perform a range of jumps, showing
contrasting techniques.

Outdoor PE
Hockey
Use a range of ball skills with increased
accuracy
Outwit opponents, defend and attack in a
bteam game

I.C.T
Sound and Video Creation

Movie Soundtrack
Google Workspace skills

